Trash Removal

Residents are responsible for taking their trash down to the trash bins located outside the hall. Hale Aloha, Frear and Wainani F and I residents may also take their trash to the trash chutes located on each floor. Any missing wastebaskets will be charged back to the residents. Due to health and safety reasons, residents may not leave any items (including, but not limited to trash cans/bags, bottles, shoes, hibachis, etc.) in the hallways/lanais outside their rooms/apartments. All trash should be kept inside the resident's unit until the resident is able to take it to the trash bin or chutes. Residents should keep bathrooms and other common areas clean because excessive trash may result in group charges. All glass bottles should be carried down to the hall's recycling area located in each hall and bulky items must be disposed of in the exterior trash bins.
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